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Synthesis of ceria-based solid solutions with controllable
concentrations of oxygen vacancies and Ce3+ is of great funda-
mental significance because properties and applications of ceria-
based solid solutions are determined by defect chemistry related
to these concentrations, as well as effects from dopant size and
valence.1,2 Ceria shows much improved properties under doping.1

The fluorite lattice is also capable of oxygen storage via electron
flow between Ce4+ T Ce3+. Lower valence ions such as Pr3+

and Tb3+ in ceria influence the energetic properties by lowering
the activation energy for oxygen migration,3 while smaller ions
such as Zr4+ enhance the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) by
decreasing Ce4+/Ce3+ reduction energy, preserving oxygen defects,
and retarding OSC degradation at high temperatures.4-6 Given
the effects that low valence states and small ionic sizes have on
properties7 and defect reaction energies,8 there could be consider-
able scientific and technological value for introducing undersized
ions having lower valence into the ceria lattice and for identifying
their role in defect chemistry. However, undersized lower valence
ions such as Fe3+ are extremely difficult to dissolve into the ceria
lattice by traditional methods. No solid solubility can be detected
for Fe3+-doped ceria sintered at 1200°C.9,10 In aqueous reflux
systems, the main products are mixtures of goethite, hematite,
and ceria. Here, we report on a synthesis route for Ce1-xFexO2

solid solutions that occurs under mild conditions and produces
nanoscale particles remarkably with a dopant content up to 15%.

Conventionally, nanosized oxides are prepared by solution
chemistries,11 among which sol-gel routes are frequently used.11a,d,e

Precipitates obtained are typically amorphous with the particle
surface being covered by a carbon residue that has to be removed
by heat treatment.11aHowever, this treatment gives rise to surface
contamination, particle agglomeration, and loss of the fine nature
of the particles. Direct formation reactions are believed to decrease
solid-solid interactions between particles during the calcination

process.12,13 Production of amorphous Ce-O networks from
nitrate solutions occurs directly at low temperatures,14 and is
accompanied by release of nitrates via Ce-O-NO2 on the sample
surface and by subsequent formation of hydroxyl bonds via CeOH,
with a net surface charge that is characteristic of metal oxide
aqueous sols. By hydrothermal crystallization with NaOH as
catalyst, it is possible that the relatively high electrostatic potential
difference between the sols with surface charges can yield
heterocoagulation of single phase products.12c,15 Therefore, we
adopted a hydrothermal method for Ce1-xFexO2 to explore this
synthesis route. Starting materials were Ce(NO3)3‚4.4H2O and Fe-
(NO3)3‚9H2O. Solutions of 0.25 M Ce(NO3)3 and 0.25 M Fe-
(NO3)3 with Ce:Fe molar ratios from 95:5 to 70:30 were fully
mixed for 2 h. A solution of 5 M NaOH was gradually added to
the mixture with stirring. As the pH was increased above 8, a
brown slurry appeared, which was determined to be amorphous.
At a pH of 13, 10 cm3 of slurry was transferred to 17 cm3 Teflon-
lined stainless steel autoclaves and reacted at 220°C for 2 days.
Caution! Care must be taken to aVoid oVerfilling autoclaVes so
that reactions occur at safe working pressures.After cooling,
samples were washed with distilled water until a pH of 7 and
then air-dried at 50°C.

Elemental analysis of the samples by energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry showed that the Ce:Fe molar ratios were close to
the original solution molar ratios. Powder X-ray diffraction (Mo
KR radiation, λkR1 ) 0.70932 Å) indicated that when dopant
content varied over a compositional range of 0.00 to 0.15, all
diffraction peaks were highly symmetric and could be fitted as
single peaks by a Lorentzian peak-shape function (Figure 1).

The broadening effect of the peaks can be attributed to the
fine nature of the particles, which were 12 to 15 nm as calculated
by Scherrer’s formula. No traces of CeO2, Fe2O3, FeCeO3, or
FeCe2O4 were observed, which indicates a different synthetic route
from that of solid-state reactions where no solid solutions of
Ce1-xFexO2 are formed,9 and from those of reduction reactions
in the presence of metallic Fe or CO/CO2 atmospheres where
FeCeO3 and FeCe2O4 are obtained.16 Therefore, formation of cubic
fluorite Ce1-xFexO2 solid solutions was demonstrated. Compared
with standard data for ceria, diffraction peaks for the solid
solutions shifted systematically toward higher angles, correspond-
ing to a lattice constraint that followed Vegard’s law. This is
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of typical samples of Ce1-xFexO2 (x ) 0.05,
0.15). Straight lines represent the standard data for ceria (JCPDS 34-
394).
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evidence for incorporation of Fe3+ in ceria on the basis of ionic
size considerations. At a dopant level ofx ) 0.20, a second phase
of hematite Fe2O3 appeared, which probably occurred due to
diffusion of the Fe3+ from the bulk to the sample surface.

Oxygen vacancies in Ce1-xFexO2 were monitored by Raman
spectroscopy. Figure 2 shows Raman spectra for typical samples
of Ce1-xFexO2 (x ) 0.05, 0.15), and that of Ce0.8Nd0.2O1.9 for
comparison (inset). The phonon mode at 570 cm-1 is characteristic
of oxygen vacancies in the ceria lattice,17 as is clearly seen in the
inset. However, no phonon mode was observed at 570 cm-1,
which shows an extremely low concentration of oxygen vacancies.
The intensive phonon mode observed at ca. 440 cm-1 can be
assigned to the symmetric breathing mode of oxygen atoms
around the cerium ions.18 This mode was ca. 30 cm-1 lower than
the literature value of 470 cm-1 for undoped ceria,17 which can
be explained by the enlarged Ce-O bond lengths resulting from
lattice distortions.

Valence states of Ce in Ce1-xFexO2 solid solutions were
determined by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). No
characteristic signals of Ce3+ were observed atg ) 1.96 and
1.94,19 in Figure 3, indicating that Ce1-xFexO2 was essentially
free of Ce3+. Two EPR signals observed atg ) 4.3 and 2.0 are
associated with the Fe3+O6 unit having distorted rhombic sym-
metry.20 This was confirmed by Mo¨ssbauer spectra (inset) that
showed a paramagnetic doublet with hyperfine parameters (vs
R-Fe) of 0.38 and 0.78 mm/s for isomer shift and quadrupole
splitting, respectively, which are characteristic of high-spin Fe3+

in a distorted octahedral site.21

A structural model associated with defect chemistry can be
proposed to explain the absence of oxygen vacancies and Ce3+

in Ce1-xFexO2. Since Fe3+ has a much smaller ionic size compared
with the host Ce4+, it can occupy either network Ce4+ sites or
interstitial sites in the fluorite lattice.8,22 When Fe3+ becomes
substituted at the Ce4+ sites, oxygen vacancies are essential for
the charge balance, while for the case of interstitial Fe3+, excess
oxygen species can be expected. In the ceria lattice, oxide species
can hop readily through passages near interstitial sites due to the
relatively smaller energy barriers. In the formation of Ce1-xFexO2,
Fe3+ becomes substituted at a Ce4+ site and an interstitial site.
The interstitial oxygen species associated with the interstitial Fe3+

diffuse to adjacent oxygen vacancies associated with Fe3+ at the
Ce4+ site, giving rise to an extremely low concentration of oxygen
vacancies according to the probable defect reaction of the pairs,
3FeCe’/Fei

‚‚‚. Therefore, the large amount of interstitial Fe3+ must
be the primary reason for the increased lattice constraint and lattice
distortion, as observed by the Raman measurements. These factors
bring about an increased barrier for electrons moving between
Ce3+ and Ce4+, and play an important role in adjusting the
reduction equilibrium in the ceria lattice.

In summary, nanoscale Ce1-xFexO2 solid solutions with a high
Fe3+ content have been synthesized by a low-temperature ap-
proach. High-spin Fe3+ appeared to be distributed at Ce4+ and
interstitial sites according to a ratio of ca. 3:1, which accounted
for the extremely low oxygen vacancy concentration and the
absence of Ce3+. Finally, there is a possibility of increasing the
relative content of Ce3+ in these solid solutions, if extra free
oxygen vacancies can be introduced by co-doping with oversized
dopants such as Bi3+ as described in ref 23.
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of Ce1-xFexO2 (x ) 0.05, 0.15). Inset: Raman
spectrum of a sample of Ce0.8Nd0.2O1.9 for illustrating the oxygen vacancy-
related phonon mode at 570 cm-1.

Figure 3. EPR spectra of Ce1-xFexO2 (x ) 0.05,0.15). Inset: Mo¨ssbauer
spectra recorded at room temperature.
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